Abstract-This paper studies the interference channel with a cognitive relay under delayed feedback. Three types of delayed feedback are studied: delayed channel state information at the transmitter, delayed output feedback, and delayed Shannon feedback. Outer bounds are derived for the degrees of freedom (DoF) region of the two-user multiple-input multiple-output interference channel with a cognitive relay with delayed feedback as well as without feedback. For the single-input single-output scenario, optimal schemes are proposed based on retrospective interference alignment. It is shown that while a cognitive relay without feedback cannot improve the sum-DoF in the two-user singleinput single-output interference channel, delayed feedback in the same scenario can increase the sum-DoF to 4/3. For the multipleinput multiple-output case, achievable schemes are obtained via extensions of retrospective interference alignment, leading to the DoF regions that meet the respective upper bounds.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HIS paper addresses the interference channel with a cognitive relay that has direct access to the messages of the transmitters. Cognitive information theoretic models find practical relevance in, e.g., coordinated multipoint (CoMP) transmission or in the layered cell structure of heterogeneous networks where macro base stations can know the messages of pico base stations via backhaul links. The interference channel with cognitive relay (ICCR) 1 was first considered in [1] where an achievable rate region was reported via a combination of dirty paper coding [2] and beamforming. A. Nosratinia is with the Department of Electrical Engineering, at the University of Texas at Dallas, Richardson, TX 75080 USA (e-mail: aria@utdallas.edu).
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In [3] , a new achievable region was presented by a combination of the Han-Kobayashi coding [4] and dirty paper coding, and an outer bound for the Gaussian ICCR was derived. For a discrete memoryless interference channel with cognitive relay (DM-ICCR), an outer bound was first derived in [5] and then improved achievable rate regions and outer bounds were reported in [6] - [9] . The capacity region of DM-ICCR is known in very strong and strong interference regimes [6] , [7] , but it still remains unknown under general channel conditions. The degrees of freedom (DoF) of ICCR has been studied in [3] , [10] , [11] . It was proved in [3] that the two-user Gaussian ICCR has DoF of two almost surely under perfect and instantaneous CSIT and CSIR (channel state information at the transmitter and receiver). For a K -user ICCR with perfect CSIT and CSIR, inner and outer bounds on sum-DoF and were derived in [10] , [11] . Although a conventional relay cannot increase the DoF in this scenario [12] , a cognitive relay attains a K -user sum-DoF of K +1 2 under perfect CSIT and odd K [11] , improving over sum-DoF of K 2 without a relay [13] .
Delayed CSIT was shown to be useful for the MISO (Multiple-Input Single-Output) broadcast channel [14] , via the idea of retrospective alignment. DoF under MIMO (MultipleInput Multiple-Output) broadcast with delayed CSIT was upper bounded in [15] , with inner and outer bounds specialized to the three-user case in [16] . An achievable sum-DoF for both interference and X channels with delayed CSIT and delayed output feedback was reported in [17] and was improved in [18] , [19] .
Using ergodic interference alignment, a sum-DoF of 2 has been reported [20] for the K -user interference channel with delayed feedback, in the asymptote of large K . For MIMO interference channels, [21] investigated the DoF with delayed CSIT and [22] showed that subject to delayed CSIT, output feedback (Shannon feedback) strictly enlarges the DoF region over [21] .
For delayed local CSIT, an achievable DoF region for MIMO interference channel was derived in [23] . In [24] , the authors presented a hybrid CSIT model where one transmitter has perfect and instantaneous knowledge of channel matrices corresponding to one user while the other transmitter has only delayed CSI corresponding to the other user, and derived the DoF region of the MIMO interference channel with 0018-9448 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
hybrid CSIT. The DoF regions of MIMO interference channel and broadcast channel without CSIT were derived in [25] , and in addition to MIMO interference channel and broadcast channel, the DoF region of a cognitive radio channel without CSIT was reported in [26] . This paper studies the interference channel with a cognitive relay, in the presence of various types of delayed feedback at the transmitter, in independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) fading channels. Perfect CSIR is assumed and, unless explicitly mentioned otherwise, a two-user system is considered. This paper categorizes and compares results in the following feedback scenarios:
• No feedback: Both transmitters and a cognitive relay do not have any channel information.
• Delayed CSIT: Transmitters and a cognitive relay know all channels after one sample delay.
• Delayed output feedback: Each transmitter knows the output of its intended receiver after one sample delay, and the cognitive relay has outputs of both receivers after one sample delay.
• Delayed Shannon feedback: Each transmitter knows all the channel gains and the output of its intended receiver after one sample delay, and the cognitive relay has all the channel gains and the outputs of both receivers after one sample delay.
• Perfect CSIT: Both transmitters and a cognitive relay have perfect and instantaneous channel information. For each type of delayed feedback, an outer bound for the DoF region is derived. For single-input single-output (SISO) links, a scheme is proposed for each type of feedback that achieves the outer bound, based on retrospective interference alignment. We show that the sum-DoF in the single-antenna network is 4 3 for delayed CSIT, delayed output feedback, and delayed Shannon feedback with the help of a cognitive relay, compared with the sum-DoF of one for the 2 × 2 interference channel regardless of CSIT. It is also shown that a cognitive relay does not extend the DoF region in the absence of CSIT.
The proposed retrospective interference alignment scheme is then extended to the MIMO case, demonstrating matching DoF inner and outer bounds for all antenna configurations. Denoting by M t , M c , and M r the numbers of antennas at the transmitter, the relay, and the receiver, respectively, we find that delayed feedback expands the DoF region when M r < M t + M c . Without (delayed) feedback at the cognitive relay, the proposed retrospective alignment scheme achieves the optimal DoF except when M t < M r < M t + M c .
Finally, we compare the sum DoF of ICCR with those of broadcast channel and interference channel under delayed CSIT, finding that the cognitive relay indeed expands the DoF region of the MIMO interference channel. Furthermore, as a corollary, lower and upper bounds are derived for the DoF region of a cognitive interference channel, also known as a interference channel with a cognitive transmitter.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
This paper considers a MIMO network consisting of two transmitters with M t antennas, two receivers with M r antennas, and a cognitive relay with M c antennas as shown in Fig. 1 . Transmitter a (denoted Tx a) has message W a intended for receiver a (denoted Rx a), and transmitter b has message W b intended for receiver b where the messages W a and W b are independent. Since the system model is symmetric, for compactness of notation and brevity of developments, we often refer to a generic transmitter i where i ∈ {a, b} or a receiver j where j ∈ {a, b}. The cognitive relay does not have a message to transmit, but receives non-causally the messages of the other users to aid their transmissions. Channel outputs at time slot t are
where 
, respectively where i ∈ {a, b} f i,t and f c,t are, respectively, encoding functions at Tx i and the cognitive relay for channel use t and H t is the set of all channel matrices at time index t, i.e., 
2 Noise terms can be ignored since this paper considers a high signal-tonoise (SNR) model. X i,t and X c,t should satisfy the power constraint E ||X i,t || 2 ≤ P and E ||X c,t || 2 ≤ P, respectively where i ∈ {a, b}. Fig. 2 represents the system model with various types of feedback. Each type of feedback information is decided by turning on and off the switches. For instance, if only the switch related to CSI is turned on and delay is set to be zero, this model can be recognized as the system with perfect CSIT, and the corresponding feedback information is H t .
Rx i decodes the message from the received signal with a decoding function g i such that
A rate pair (R a (P), R b (P)) is achievable if there exists a sequence of codes 2 n R a ( P) , 2 n R b ( P) , n whose average probability of error goes to zero as n → ∞. The capacity region C(P) is defined as the set of all achievable rate pairs (R a (P), R b (P)), and the DoF region can be defined from the capacity region as 
In the same manner, we define a sequence of vectors over all (causal) time that select only a subset of the antennas:
In the special case where only one antenna is selected across time we have the n-channel extension of the outputs Y n i , i ∈ {a, b} can be simply represented using Equations (1a) and (1b).
f (x) = 0. Several specialized notations are shown in Table I that distinguish the DoF regions under various conditions.
Remark 1: The broadcast channel and the interference channel are special cases of the two-user ICCR. When transmit power of Tx a and Tx b is equal to zero, the two-user MIMO ICCR is equivalent to the two-user MIMO broadcast channel with M c transmit antennas and M r receive antennas. If the transmit power of the cognitive relay is zero, the twouser MIMO ICCR becomes the two-user MIMO interference channel with M t transmit antennas and M r receive antennas. We will discuss the sum-DoF of the MIMO broadcast channel, ICCR and interference channel in Section VII.
III. SISO DoF WITH DELAYED FEEDBACK
AND NO FEEDBACK This section focuses on the SISO special case, i.e., M t = M r = M c = 1. We propose a retrospective interference alignment scheme achieving the DoF outer bound of the Gaussian i.i.d. fading SISO interference channel with a cognitive relay. This is done on the one hand when any of the three kinds of delayed feedback information is available and, on the other hand, when no feedback is available.
A. Delayed Feedback
We now assume the transmitters and cognitive relay have feedback information after unit delay. 
where
The outer bound of DoF region for three types of delayed feedback information (delayed CSIT, delayed output feedback, and delayed Shannon feedback), given in (2), will be derived in Theorem 4 of Section VI. In the following we address achievability.
First, we consider the system with delayed CSIT. We propose a coding scheme that achieves a
3 ) DoF pair almost surely. The DoF tuple achieved by this scheme is a point on the DoF region as shown in Fig. 3 . Then, we can also achieve the entire DoF region using time sharing. Now, we show that the ( 
All precoding variables are chosen so that power constraints are satisfied, but so that
. In time slot 2, a similar action takes place, except Tx b and the cognitive relay transmit and Tx a is silent.
where similar conditions on the precoding variables are imposed. Finally, in time slot 3, Tx a and Tx b transmit but the relay is silent. Using delayed CSIT, the transmitters respectively transmit the received signal at their non-intended receiver during the initial transmission, appropriately scaled to account for power constraints. 3 with the received signal at time index t = 2, Rx a can obtain the interference-free signal Y b,1 as
The signaling scheme is depicted in Fig. 4 . We can readily know that Y a,1 and Y b,1 are almost surely linearly independent since channel gains are independently drawn from the same continuous distribution and u j a,1 and v j a,1 , j ∈ {1, 2}, are also random and independent. Thus, Rx a has two independent equations given by linear combinations of two variables S 1a and S 2a so that it can decode two symbols. Similarly, since Rx b can obtain Y a,2 , Rx b also has two independent equations Y a,2 and Y b,2 of two variables intended for Rx b, and hence Rx b can decode two symbols Q 1b and Q 2b . Consequently, at the end of transmission, each receiver can achieve 2 3 DoF (i.e., two symbols over 3 time slots) almost surely. In other words, the sum-DoF is 4 3 . Second, we consider the system with delayed output feedback. Similar to the delayed CSIT, the achievable scheme needs 3 time slots. In time slots 1 and 2, the signaling is the same as that of the delayed CSIT. In time slot 3, however, a different signaling is used where the transmitter utilizes the output feedback from the receiver instead of constructing a linear combination of previous symbols based on delayed CSI. Each transmitter transmits the output fed back from the intended receiver, appropriately scaled to satisfy the power constraints. 3 with the received signal at time index t = 2, Rx a can obtain the interference-free signal Y b,1 as
The signaling scheme is shown in is able to decode the two symbols. Similarly, because Rx b can obtain Y a,2 and almost surely has two linearly independent equations Y a,2 and Y b,2 of two symbols, Rx b can decode two symbols Q 1b and Q 2b . As a result, each receiver can achieve 2 3 DoF almost surely, and we can achieve 4 3 sum-DoF. Finally, we consider the model with delayed Shannon feedback, which includes both the delayed CSIT and the output feedback information. Hence, the outer bound can be achieved by using the transmit scheme of either delayed CSIT or delayed output feedback.
Remark 2: The optimal DoF region in Theorem 1 can also be achieved by sending Y b,1 + Y a,2 from the cognitive relay using delayed CSIT or delayed output feedback at time index t = 3.
Remark 3: The DoF region under perfect CSIT at the transmitters and cognitive relay is [3] 
which is shown in Fig. 3 as a reference. With perfect instantaneous CSI at the transmitters and cognitive relay, sumDoF is two almost surely, which is as if receivers are free from interference. The DoF achieving strategy is interference pre-cancelation via the relay's non-causal knowledge of the messages. In comparison, the Gaussian SISO interference channel without cognitive relay has sum-DoF of one regardless of whether transmitters have CSI. Theorem 1 indicates that a cognitive relay can increase DoF even with delayed CSIT although the improvement in DoF by a cognitive relay is limited compared to the case of perfect CSIT; the SISO ICCR with delayed CSIT has total 4/3 DoF at most. Remark 4: For the SISO case, the proposed scheme does not entail any delayed feedback information at the cognitive relay. Therefore, the optimal DoF region of the SISO ICCR can be obtained even if the cognitive relay does not have delayed feedback.
B. No Feedback
Corollary 1: The DoF region for the SISO ICCR with no feedback is The result is true irrespective of the number of transmit or receive antennas. In Section IV-B, we will show that TDM is also DoF optimal for the MIMO case.
Remark 5: The DoF region in Corollary 1 is the same as that of the SISO interference channel without a cognitive relay. This shows the cognitive relay in the SISO case has no effect on DoF in the absence of CSIT.
IV. MIMO DoF WITH DELAYED FEEDBACK
AND NO FEEDBACK This section extends the proposed retrospective interference alignment scheme and applies it to multi-antenna nodes. We derive achievable DoF regions for four types of feedback information (including no feedback). Each transmitter has M t antennas, each receiver has M r antennas, and the cognitive relay has M c antennas.
A. Delayed Feedback
The transmitters and cognitive relay have feedback information after unit delay. The analysis is divided into five categories according to antenna configuration (see Table II ).
Theorem 2: The DoF region of the MIMO ICCR with delayed feedback is (9) in the top of the next page, where M t , M r , and M c are the number of antennas at the transmitter, the receiver and the cognitive relay, respectively.
Proof: We show the achievable DoF region according to the classified conditions, and compare the achievable DoF region with the DoF outer bound that will be derived in Theorem 4 of Section VI. The delayed feedback information is not used in the achievable scheme for Condition I, but we exploit delayed feedback information for Conditions II, III, IV and V.
First, we consider the system with delayed CSIT. 1) Condition I:
In this case, the DoF outer bound with delayed feedback is constructed from
, and 
respectively, using delayed CSI. Note that the cognitive relay transmits X c,t using only M r − M t antennas. The transmissions are appropriately scaled to satisfy the power constraint. The received signals at t ∈ {2M r + 1, 
which is the same achievable DoF pair in Condition II. The other points on the DoF outer bound can be also achieved via time sharing. 3) Condition III:
We show that the
DoF pair is achievable, which is an intersection point of 
where 3 ) DoF pair on the DoF outer bound is achievable. For time index t ∈ {1, 2}, the same operation is performed as in Condition IV. At t = 3, using delayed CSI, Tx a and Tx b send unintended signals received during the previous time slots, respectively. On the other hand, the cognitive relay does not transmit. The detailed proof of the achievable scheme is presented in Appendix B. The other points on the outer bound are achievable via time sharing. Second, we consider the system with delayed output feedback. For Condition I, the outer bound is achievable similar to the case of delayed CSIT, since the related scheme does not exploit any delayed feedback information. For Conditions II, III, IV, and V, the achievable scheme is an extension of the SISO scheme using delayed output feedback, which has three parts. First, Tx a and cognitive relay send messages of Rx a. Second, Tx b and cognitive relay transmit messages for Rx b during different time slots as in the scheme for delayed CSIT. Third, the transmitters and cognitive relay transmit the outputs fed back from the receivers in previous time slots, instead of transmitting linear combinations of the past symbols with delayed CSI. Then, similar to the delayed CSIT case, the receivers can eliminate interference terms since the interference signals are already known at each receiver. Thus, the DoF region with delayed output feedback is the same as that of the delayed CSIT case.
Finally, we consider the system with delayed Shannon feedback. Since the DoF outer bounds with delayed Shannon feedback are identical to those with delayed CSIT or delayed output feedback, the same optimal DoF region can be obtained with the scheme utilizing delayed CSI or output feedback information.
The result of Theorem 2 is illustrated in terms of sum-DoF for fixed M t and M c in Fig. 6(a) and for different pairs of (M r , M t ) in Fig. 6(b) . For Condition I, III, and V, the cognitive relay does not utilize delayed feedback information. In other words, except when M t < M r < M t + M c , the optimal DoF region can be obtained regardless of the availability of delayed feedback information at the cognitive relay. This optimal DoF region will be again addressed in Section V.
B. No Feedback Corollary 2: The DoF region of the MIMO ICCR with no feedback is
where M t , M r , and M c are the numbers of antennas at the transmitter, the receiver and the cognitive relay, respectively. Proof: We show that the outer bound that will be presented in Corollary 3 of Section VI is achievable. We consider the following three conditions: 
, the optimal scheme is the same as that for the delayed feedback. This is because in Theorem 2, the proposed scheme for the delayed feedback in Condition I is optimal but does not use any delayed feedback information so that the optimal DoF region can be obtained by this scheme. Therefore, if 2M t + M c ≤ M r , the DoF region is determined by We note this corollary can also be obtained using the result of MIMO BC without CSIT (i.e, without feedback) in [25] , [26] . In this section, we consider the case when the transmitters have delayed feedback information but the cognitive relay does not. An achievable DoF region is obtained through a similar approach (using three phases) in Section IV. However, since the cognitive relay does not have delayed feedback information, only Tx a and Tx b can send the signal using delayed feedback in the last phase unlike Section IV.
Theorem 3: When the cognitive relay does not have delayed feedback information, the achievable DoF region, D delay\CR , of the MIMO ICCR by the proposed retrospective interference alignment is
where D delay is the DoF outer bound with delayed feedback, and M t , M r , and M c are the numbers of antennas at the transmitter, the receiver and the cognitive relay, respectively.
Proof: The DoF outer bound that will be derived in Theorem 4 of Section VI is also valid when delayed feedback information is not available at the cognitive relay. We already showed that with delayed feedback, the DoF region is achieved under Conditions I, III, and V even if the cognitive relay does not have any feedback information. Thus, we consider only the two cases of Conditions II and IV.
With delayed CSIT under Condition II, a DoF outer bound with delayed CSIT for this case is given by 
respectively, using delayed CSI, but the cognitive relay is silent. Since the interfering terms are comprised of the past received signal in previous slots, each receiver can eliminate the interfering terms and obtain (M t + M c − M r )M t linearly independent interference-free signals at t ∈ {2M t + 1, · · · , 3M t + M c − M r }. At the end of transmission, each receiver has total
DoF pair, and Similarly, the DoF region of the ICCR with delayed output feedback can be obtained for Condition II and IV. In the second part, the transmitters send the outputs fed back from the receivers instead of using delayed CSI. Then, we can obtain the same DoF region as that with delayed CSIT.
Since Shannon feedback includes CSI and output feedback, we can obtain the same achievable DoF region with delayed Shannon feedback as that with delayed CSIT or delayed output feedback.
For Conditions II and IV, i.e., M t < M r < M t + M c , the achievable DoF pairs do not meet the outer bound when the delayed feedback information is not available at the cognitive relay. Therefore, the proposed retrospective scheme is optimal except when M t < M r < M t + M c ; no statement about optimality can be made for M t < M r < M t + M c at this time. Comparing Theorem 3 with Corollary 2, delayed feedback information at only transmitters is useful in terms of DoF only if Fig. 8 shows the achievable sum-DoFs for the two cases with/without delayed feedback at the cognitive relay when M r > M t for fixed M t and M c . Fig. 8(a) 
VI. DoF OUTER BOUNDS

A. Delayed Feedback
The following outer bound holds for three types of delayed feedback described in Table I .
Theorem 4: The DoF region with delayed feedback is contained in the following region (17) in the bottom of this page, where M t , M r , and M c are the numbers of antennas at the transmitter, the receiver and the cognitive relay, respectively. 
Lemma 1: For a given t ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n},
The key idea of this proof is the statistical equivalence of channel outputs [21] , [22] . The detailed proof is in Appendix D.
Lemma 2: For the ICCR with delayed feedback information, we have 
For block length n, using Fano's inequality we can bound the rate R a as
where ε a,n → 0 as n → ∞.
For the rate R b , we obtain an outer bound using Fano's inequality as
where ε b,n → 0 as n → ∞. By Lemma 2, we can combine (18) and (19) as
where ε n = ε a,n + ε b,n → 0 as n → ∞. Hence, we obtain DoF outerbound as
Similarly, we can obtain
) by switching the receiver order.
B. No Feedback
A DoF outer bound in the absence of CSIT can be obtained in a straight forward manner using the results from [25] , [26] .
Corollary 3: The outer bound of the DoF region with no feedback D no is where M t , M r , and M c are the numbers of antennas at the transmitter, the receiver, and the cognitive relay, respectively. Proof: Consider a transmitter-cooperative outer bound. Because the transmitter cooperation results in the MIMO broadcast channel with 2M t + M c transmit antennas and two receivers with M r -antenna each, the DoF outer bound follows directly from the results of [25] , [26] .
VII. DISCUSSIONS
A. Comparisons With Broadcast and Interference Channel With Delayed CSIT
If cooperation among transmitters and cognitive relay is allowed, the ICCR becomes equivalent to the broadcast channel where the transmitter has 2M t + M c antennas and each receiver has M r antennas. Therefore, when CSIT is delayed, the DoF region of the broadcast channel with antenna con- Table III shows a comparison of the sum-DoF under delayed CSIT between a broadcast channel [15] and ICCR where delayed CSIT is available at all nodes.
, the sum-DoF is the same. For the other scenarios (i.e., M t + M c 2 < M r < 2M t + M c ), the sum-DoF of the MIMO ICCR with delayed CSIT is less than that of the MIMO broadcast channel. Table III reproduces from [21] the sum-DoF of the MIMO interference channel, with M t + M c 2 transmit and M r receive antennas at respective nodes. If the two transmitters partially cooperate, the channel becomes equivalent to the ICCR with antenna configuration of (M t , M t , M c , M r , M r ) . Therefore, the DoF region of the interference channel with delayed CSIT is included by that of the ICCR with delayed CSIT.
, the sum-DoF is the same for both channels. If
, however, the sum-DoF of the ICCR is greater than that of the interference channel because the cognitive relay effectively produces partial cooperation between transmitters.
B. Extension to Cognitive Interference Channel
Here, we consider another extension to the cognitive interference channel (CIC) consisting of one non-cognitive transmitter, one cognitive transmitter, and their intended receivers. The cognitive transmitter has both messages intended for the two receivers as shown in Fig. 9 . The CIC with perfect CSIT and CSIR has been studied in [28] - [34] . The inner and outer bounds of capacity region of the SISO CIC with perfect CSIT were given in [29] - [31] . For the MIMO CIC, [32] , [33] calculated the capacity region within a constant gap. In [34] , the DoF region of the CIC with perfect CSIT was obtained. However, the DoF region of the CIC with delayed feedback is currently unknown. The DoF of the ICCR from the previous section can be used for a lower and an upper bound of the CIC when feedback is delayed. Proof: If cooperation between the cognitive relay and one transmitter is allowed in the ICCR, the channel becomes equivalent to the CIC where the non-cognitive transmitter has M t antennas, the cognitive transmitter has M t + M c antennas, and each receiver has M r antennas. Therefore, the DoF region of the CIC with antenna configuration (M t , M t + M c , M r , M r ) is lower bounded by that of the ICCR with antenna configuration
Corollary 5: The DoF region of the CIC with antenna configuration (M t , M c , M r , M r ) is upper bounded by the DoF region of the ICCR with antenna configuration
Proof: If only one transmitter exists in the ICCR, the antenna configuration for this scenario is (M t , 0, M c , M r , M r ) and it corresponds to the CIC where the non-cognitive transmitter has M t antennas and the cognitive transmitter has M c antennas while each receiver has M r antennas. Hence, the upper bound of the DoF region of the cognitive interference channel with antenna configuration of (M t , M c , M r , M r ) is that of the ICCR with antenna configuration of
Example 1 (CIC With Antenna Configuration (2, 3, 2, 2)): In this example the non-cognitive transmitter has two antennas, the cognitive transmitter has three antennas, and receivers have two antennas each. The DoF region of the (2, 2, 1, 2, 2) ICCR can serve as a lower bound of the (2, 3, 2, 2) CIC, and the DoF of (2, 2, 3, 2, 2) ICCR serves as upper bound of the (2, 3, 2, 2) CIC. The lower bound derived in Section IV is
where the maximum sum-DoF is 12 5 . The upper bound is obtained from the results of Section IV as
where the maximum sum-DoF is 8 3 . The DoF region of CIC, and the lower and upper bounds are shown in Fig. 10 . Recently, [35] studied the DoF region of the MIMO CIC with delayed CSIT and improved our result.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper studies the degrees of freedom region of the two-user Gaussian fading interference channel with cognitive relay with delayed feedback. Three different types of delayed feedback are considered: delayed channel state information at the transmitter, delayed output feedback, and delayed Shannon feedback. For the single-input single-output case, the proposed retrospective interference alignment scheme using delayed feedback information achieves the degrees of freedom region. The sum degrees of freedom of the single-input single-output interference channel with cognitive relay is 4/3 with delayed feedback information, compared to the degrees of freedom of one for single-input single-output interference channel in the absence of relay, regardless of delayed channel state information at the transmitter. Without feedback, the cognitive relay is not useful in the sense of degrees of freedom.
In the multiple-input multiple-output case, the optimal degrees of freedom has been characterized under all antenna configurations if delayed feedback is provided to both the transmitters and cognitive relay. Degrees of freedom benefits can be obtained over and above the open-loop system only when
. If delayed feedback is unavailable at the cognitive relay, the proposed retrospective interference alignment scheme achieves the optimal degrees of freedom except when M t < M r < 
respectively, using delayed CSI, and the cognitive relay does not transmit. Since the interference terms at each receiver are comprised of the received signals in the previous time slots, each receiver can obtain M t linearly independent interferencefree signals at t = 3. Thus, each receiver has total M t + M r linearly independent equations involving M t + M r symbols so that we can obtain the ( 
